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ABSTRACT

We have performed magnetotransport and noise characterization studies of ultrasensitive anomalous Hall effect (AHE) sensors based on the
Ta/Co40Fe40B20/MgO multilayer structure. The magnetization is near spin reorientation transition. This greatly reduces the saturation field
with improvement of the magnetic sensing performance. We have performed temperature-dependent measurements to investigate the
effect of tunable magnetic anisotropy. Both 1/f noise and sensitivity have a strong temperature dependence. Moreover, the scaling relations
between 1/f noise and sensitivity change dramatically as temperature changes, showing different noise originations depending on magnetic
anisotropies. With a small sensing area of 20� 20lm2, the best magnetic field detectability reaches 76 nT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

at 1Hz and 2 nT=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

at
10 kHz. AHE sensors with compensated magnetic anisotropies are, thus, suitable for ultrasensitive magnetic field sensing applications.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0008949

The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) has attracted increasing atten-
tion in recent years, both in fundamental physics1–3 and in magnetic
field sensing applications.4–9 AHE sensors based on magnets are rela-
tively easy to fabricate, have lower intrinsic noise,5 and can operate in
a large frequency range.10 Nevertheless, AHE sensors still suffer from
low sensitivity, as compared to commercially available semiconductor
Hall sensors. One approach to improve the sensitivity of AHE sensors
is to enhance the anomalous Hall resistivity. Topological insulators6 or
Weyl semimetals1–3,11 have non-trivial band structures, giving rise to
the large AHE due to the Berry-curvature contribution. However, such
an effect is only present at quite low temperatures in most materials,
which hinders their applications.

Besides increasing the anomalous Hall resistivity, reducing the sat-
uration field of magnets can also enhance the sensitivity of AHE sen-
sors. Due to the large in-plane anisotropy of the thin film structure, the
saturation field typically reaches a few Tesla,12,13 inducing a low sensing
capability. On the other hand, a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy can
be promoted through interfacial electronic hybridization.14–16 A strong
perpendicular anisotropy leads to not only a small saturation field but
also a large coercivity. This allows for applications in magnetic memory
instead of magnetic field sensing. When magnetization is near spin

reorientation transition from perpendicular magnetization to in-plane
magnetization, a linear and reversible anomalous Hall loop with a small
saturation field can be achieved.8 AHE sensors with compensated in-
plane and perpendicular magnetic anisotropies can have a sensitivity as
high as a few thousands ofX=T;4,8,9,17 comparable to or even exceeding
that of the semiconductor Hall sensors, which are desirable for ultra-
sensitive magnetic field sensing.

In addition to achieving high sensitivity, reaching low intrin-
sic noise is also of great significance to achieve a good sensing per-
formance. So far, there has been little work on noise
characterization of AHE sensors. Our early work on AHE sensors
based on FePt alloys with in-plane anisotropy has shown that the
AHE sensor has much lower low-frequency noise and, thus, out-
performs semiconductor Hall sensors in the low-frequency
region.5 Shiogai et al.18 also showed that the AHE sensor based on
nanocrystalline FeSn has a comparable performance to semicon-
ductor Hall sensors. Nevertheless, it remains an open question
how the tunable magnetic anisotropies near spin reorientation
transition affect the intrinsic noise of AHE sensors. Noise charac-
terization of AHE sensors with tunable magnetic anisotropies is
essential for understanding and optimization of AHE sensors.
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In this work, we have chosen Ta/Co40Fe40B20/MgO as the basic
structure of the AHE sensor, which is more cost-effective than
Pt-based multilayers or alloys. Magnetic anisotropy has a strong tem-
perature dependence.19,20 This provides one way to fine-tune the
effective magnetic anisotropy in a single magnetic sensor. We have
performed comprehensive magnetotransport and noise characteriza-
tion of the AHE sensor in the range of 250K–350K and in a broad fre-
quency range of 1Hz to 10 kHz. We have observed and analyzed the
interplay of 1/f noise and sensitivity, as well as the magnetic field
detectability, with tunable magnetic anisotropies.

For our studies, we deposited multilayers of Ta(1.6)/
Co40Fe40B20(0.9)/MgO(1.6)/TaOx(1.0) (layer thicknesses in nano-
meters) on thermally oxidized silicon wafers using a custom multitar-
get high-vacuum magnetron sputtering system. The multilayer stacks
were patterned into a Hall bar structure, as shown in Fig. 1(a), through
standard photolithography and ion-milling processes. The active sens-
ing area of a Hall bar is 20� 20lm2. The sheet resistance is 3 kX=sq.
Cr/Au layers were deposited and lift off to form contact electrodes to
current and voltage leads. Post-growth thermal annealing was then
performed in a high-vacuum chamber at 280 �C for 1 h, under an
external magnetic field of 0.4T in the direction normal to the multi-
layers. The Co40Fe40B20 layer thickness and the annealing temperature
were chosen such that spin reorientation transition occurs near room
temperature.

Temperature-dependent magnetotransport and noise measure-
ments were performed using a Quantum DesignVR Physical Property
Measurement System (PPMS). A two-channel cross correlation
method was used in the noise measurement.21 The details of the noise
measurement setup can be found in our previous work.22 DC of 1mA
was applied to current leads of the Hall bar during the measurement.
Sensitivity of the AHE sensor was measured by applying a modulating
field (dH ¼ 0:3Oe) at 5Hz and measuring the Hall voltage response.
Previous work on tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) sensors has
found that the AC sensitivity measurement gives a more accurate esti-
mation of the actual sensitivity, particularly when the TMR-field trans-
fer curve is hysteretic.23–25 Both noise and sensitivity were measured
as sweeping the perpendicular field Hz from 300Oe to�300Oe, while
the anomalous Hall resistance was measured as sweeping the field
along both directions. As PPMS uses a superconducting magnet to
apply the magnetic field, there could be relatively large errors at low
fields. To remove the trapped magnetic flux, before our measurement,
we have set the superconducting magnet from a large field to zero in

oscillating mode. In addition, we have reset the current in the supercon-
ducting magnet at each field step. To test the accuracy in the magnetic
field, separate magnetotransport measurements were also performed at
room temperature with a pair of calibrated electromagnets.

Figure 1(b) shows the anomalous Hall resistance RH as a function
of the perpendicular magnetic field HZ at various temperatures. As
temperature increases, the saturation field increases, implying that the
perpendicular anisotropy becomes weaker. The temperature depen-
dence of the anisotropy is consistent with previous experimental and
theoretical work.19,20 At 250K, a small saturation field of 15Oe is
observed; yet, a very small coercivity of 0.5Oe is also present. The
small coercivity indicates that the Co40Fe40B20 layer has an effective
positive perpendicular anisotropy, possibly giving rise to the multido-
main structure. Such small hysteresis might have been overlooked in
previous work,4,8,9,17 where the hysteresis-free behavior has been
claimed. As shown in the later discussion, this small coercivity has sig-
nificant effects on both low-frequency noise and sensitivity of the
AHE sensor. When increasing the temperature from 250K to a higher
temperature, a transformation occurs around zero magnetic field. In
this region, as presented in the inset in Fig. 1(b), a minor hysteresis
loop emerges with a small perpendicular magnetic field offset. This
minor hysteresis loop has also been observed in room-temperature
measurements with a pair of calibrated electromagnets, which
excludes potential artifacts from the superconducting magnet of
PPMS. The presence of a minor hysteresis loop has also been reported
in Co52.5Fe22.5B25.0 with strain-controlled perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy.26 Both the minor hysteresis loop and the small field offset
can be explained by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic anisotropy,
which may originate from interface roughness or the boundary effect.
Due to the inhomogeneity, some regions of the Co40Fe40B20 layer have
stronger perpendicular anisotropies than other regions. Also, exchange
couplings between regions with different magnetic anisotropies give
rise to the perpendicular magnetic field offset. The Hall resistance in
saturation regions decreases with the increasing temperature, due to
the reduction of the saturation magnetization and/or anomalous Hall
coefficient. From the temperature-dependent magnetotransport
measurement, we confirm that the average effective perpendicular
anisotropy of the AHE sensor changes from positive at 250K to nega-
tive at 350K, with spin-reorientation transition occurring around
room temperature (300K).

With the knowledge frommagnetotransport results, we then per-
formed the noise measurement in a narrower range of magnetic fields
from �35Oe to 35Oe. Combining the voltage noise SV (in units
of V2=Hz) and sensitivity s (in units of X=T), we can determine the

FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of the Hall bar and multilayer structure. The Hall bar leads
are electrically connected to Cr/Au electrodes. The total area of the Hall bar is
500� 500 lm2, while the effective sensing area is 20� 20lm2. (b) Hall resis-
tance vs external magnetic field at various temperatures. The four representative
points shown in Fig. 2 are circled in AHE loops. The inset shows the AHE curve
near zero field.

FIG. 2. Representative (a) noise and (b) field detectability spectra at various exter-
nal fields and temperatures. In (a), the background noise of the noise measurement
system is indicated by a dashed line.
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magnetic field detectability ST ¼ SV
ðIsÞ2 ; where I is the bias current. In

the following text, we present the results of S0:5T (in units of T=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

) to
compare with others’ work. We have chosen four representative noise
and detectability spectra, as presented in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respec-
tively, which correspond to (1) in the saturation region, (2) in the
intermediate field region, and (3) and (4) at different temperatures
and at zero magnetic field, to give a clear presentation. At zero field,
the largest 1/f noise is observed, while sensitivity is also the highest
(5860X=T at 260K and 8724X=T at 310K). As a consequence, the
low-frequency detectability is bad; yet, the high-frequency detectability
is the best. In the saturation region, 1/f noise is reduced by five orders
of magnitude. This demonstrates the magnetic origin of 1/f noise
observed at lower magnetic fields. Nevertheless, due to the low sensi-
tivity (76X=T) in the saturation region, the field detectability is the
worst. Under an intermediate external magnetic field, modest 1/f noise
and sensitivity (2458X=T) have been observed, which actually leads to
the best low-frequency detectability. From these representative spectra,
it can be seen that simply reducing noise or increasing sensitivity does
not necessarily gives the best performance of the AHE sensor.

To better show noise behavior at various temperatures and exter-
nal fields, we plot the noise map at a low frequency (1Hz) and a high
frequency (10 kHz) in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Figure 3(a)
shows that the 1/f noise oscillates, with a broad and a narrow peak at
250K and 310K, respectively, around zero magnetic field.
Comparatively, the high-frequency noise shows a much weaker tem-
perature and magnetic field dependence. It should be noted that both
saturation magnetization and the anomalous Hall coefficient should
change gradually and smoothly in such a temperature range, which is
much lower than the Curie temperature. Therefore, the change in
either saturation magnetization or the anomalous Hall coefficient can-
not account for the drastic and non-monotonic change of the 1/f noise.
The sensitivity map, as presented in Fig. 3(c), shows similar behavior
to 1/f noise below 320K. Surprisingly, the AC sensitivity measurement
gives the maximum sensitivity (8700X=T) at 310K, near spin

reorientation transition, while the sensitivity at zero field at 250K is
only 5400X=T, almost half of the slope of the anomalous Hall loop
(8040X=T). The reduction in sensitivity at low temperatures is attrib-
uted to the hysteretic behavior of anomalous Hall loops, similar to that
observed in magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) sensors.23–25 Since
small coercivity may be easily overlooked in magnetotransport
measurements, the AC sensitivity measurement is essential for
determining the actual sensitivity of AHE sensors. At even a higher
temperature, sensitivity becomes asymmetric with respect to the
external field. It is noteworthy that no such significant asymmetry
has been observed either in anomalous Hall loops or in the noise
map. We have repeated the measurement on other samples, and
similar behavior has also been observed. The asymmetry of the
field dependence of sensitivity may originate from chirality
induced by the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction
(DMI); yet, the physical mechanism remains unclear. Also, the
mismatch between noise and sensitivity implies that noise and sen-
sitivity may be contributed by different regions of the Co40Fe40B20
thin film, due to the inhomogeneity of magnetic anisotropy.

We plot the intrinsic noise (SV) at 1Hz against sensitivity for
260K and 310K, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(d), to understand the
two peaks of 1/f noise and their interplay with sensitivity. When sensi-
tivity is low, 1/f noise remains constant for both temperatures. Such
low sensitivity is achieved only under a large magnetic field (>100Oe)
and, thus, not shown in the contour plots for clarity. However, as sen-
sitivity increases, 1/f noise follows different scaling relations with sensi-
tivity (SV / s2 for 260K and SV / s4 for 310K). Although there has
been no work on the scaling relation of 1/f noise with sensitivity in
AHE sensors, we can compare our results with those from magnetore-
sistive (MR) sensors, where 1/f noise also originates from thermal
magnetic fluctuations. In MR sensors, a linear scaling relation has
been reported by many research groups.27–38 The linear scaling rela-
tion can be understood from fluctuation-dissipation theorem.27–29 On
the other hand, a quadratic scaling relation has also been
observed,23,24,39–42 and there has been no good explanation on it. In a
superparamagnetic MTJ, a quadratic scaling was observed in the ferro-
magnetic state, while a linear scaling was observed in the superpara-
magnetic state.22 It was hypothesized that thermal equilibrium is
reached only in the superparamagnetic state, resulting in the linear
scaling, and the quadratic scaling relation results from non-
equilibrium of the ferromagnetic state. For our AHE sensor, the qua-
dratic scaling relation at 260K may be explained by similar argument
that the broad peak of 1/f noise at 250K originates from magnetic hys-
teresis and domain wall hopping.39 Nevertheless, there has been no
report on the quartic scaling relation and its physical origin remains

FIG. 3. Map of voltage noise of the AHE sensor (a) at 1 Hz and (b) and 10 kHz. (c)
Map of sensitivity of the AHE sensor, measured at 5 Hz. The four representative
points shown in Fig. 2 are circled in these maps. (d) Voltage noise at 1 Hz vs sensi-
tivity on the log –log scale. Data at 260 K and 310 K are shown in the plot.

FIG. 4. Map of field detectability (a) at 1 Hz and (b) at 10 kHz. The four representa-
tive points shown in Fig. 2 are circled in these maps.
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unclear. As large magnetic fluctuation is expected near spin reorienta-
tion transition, the quartic scaling relation may be related to this phase
transition. Much theoretical work is required to fully understand this
emerging scaling relation.

From the definition of the field detectability (ST ¼ SV
ðIsÞ2 /

SV
s2 ),

a quadratic scaling relation implies that field detectability remains
unchanged with respect to increasing sensitivity (ST ¼ const:), while a
quartic scaling relation indicates that field detectability actually gets
worse for a higher sensitivity (ST / SV

s2 / s2). This could explain why
low-frequency detectability is bad at zero field (high sensitivity), but
best in the intermediate field region (moderate sensitivity), as pre-
sented in Fig. 2(b). Nevertheless, the quartic scaling relation also
implies that the best detectability is only achieved at the “corner” sen-
sitivity, where sensitivity is large but not so large as to boost the 1/f
noise. In other words, the dynamic range of the AHE sensor with opti-
mal detectability would be quite narrow. It should be noted that these
results are not limited to noise and detectability at 1Hz, but applicable
to a wide frequency range where 1/f noise dominates.

Finally, we plot the maps of field detectability at 1Hz and
10 kHz, which are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. As
expected from the quadratic scaling relation (SV / s2 ) ST / SV

s2

¼ const:), low-frequency detectability is almost constant in a wide
range of temperatures from 250K to 270K, as well as in a wide range
of external fields from �30Oe to 30Oe. In the temperature range of
270K to 320K, field detectability reaches the minimum under a finite
external field, due to the quartic scaling relation between 1/f noise and
sensitivity. The best field detectability reaches 76 nT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

at 1Hz,
comparable to TMR sensors.22,40 It should be emphasized that the sens-
ing area of these TMR sensors is as large as 1mm2, while our AHE sen-
sor has a much smaller sensing area of 400 lm2. If the same sensing
area is used, our AHE sensor actually outperforms these TMR sensors
in the low-frequency region. At high frequency, the field detectability
map closely resembles the sensitivity map, as the high-frequency noise
changes only by a small amount. The best high-frequency detectability
reaches 2 nT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

at 10 kHz. The operating conditions for the best
detectability and characterization results are summarized in Table I.
Compared to our previous work on FePt alloys with an in-plane anisot-
ropy,5 the field detectability is improved by two and one order of mag-
nitude, respectively, at low and high frequencies, while the anomalous
Hall angle is actually smaller. As can be seen from Fig. 4(a), the AHE
sensor only achieves such superior low-frequency detectability in a nar-
row range of 10Oe. Nevertheless, this dynamic range may be sufficient
for applications where ultra-small magnetic signals are to be detected,
and external magnetic field biasing is applicable.

In summary, we have fabricated an AHE sensor based on the Ta/
Co40Fe40B20/MgOmultilayer structure and performed magnetotransport

and noise measurements in the 250K–350K range. We have found
that both 1/f noise and sensitivity, as well as scaling relations
between 1/f noise and sensitivity, change dramatically with varying
temperature. When the effective perpendicular anisotropy is positive
at low temperatures, 1/f noise scales quadratically with sensitivity.
The quadratic scaling is attributed to the presence of magnetic hys-
teresis and domain wall hopping. Magnetic hysteresis also induces a
large suppression of sensitivity, which demonstrates the necessity of
the AC sensitivity measurement. Near spin reorientation transition
around room temperature, the enhanced magnetic fluctuation gives
rise to an emerging quartic scaling between 1/f noise and sensitivity.
With a small sensing area of 20� 20 lm2, the best field detectability
(76 nT=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

at 1Hz and 2 nT=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Hz
p

at 10 kHz) is comparable to or
even outperforms TMR or giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensors. As
AHE sensors detect the perpendicular component of the magnetic field,
it can also serve as a complement for TMR or GMR sensors, where the
in-plane component of the magnetic field is sensed. Our work has
shown that the AHE sensor with compensated magnetic anisotropies
can have superior detectability. Moreover, since the Ta/Co40Fe40B20/
MgO structure is widely used in magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJs),22,25,40,43 it would be very interesting to fabricate TMR sensors
whose magnetic free layers have compensated magnetic anisotropies.
Since the TMR effect is much larger than the AHE, even higher sensi-
tivities can be expected.
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